-HELIOS (radiation)
-THOR (dynamics)
-VULCAN (chemistry)

What is VULCAN?
‣ An open-source, 1D chemical kinetics code suited for
the T,P range relevant to the observable exoplanetary
atmospheres.
‣ Solving: ∂n/∂t + ∂φ/∂z = P - L
n: number density φ: transport flux
P, L: production and loss rate
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- - TEA
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‣ C/H/O mechanism with 26 species & ~300 reactions
(H,H2,O,OH,H2O,CH,C,CH2,CH3,CH4,C2,C2H2,C2H3,C2H,C2H4,
C2H5, C2H6,C4H2,CO,CO2,CH2OH,H2CO,HCO,CH3O,CH3OH)

‣ Rate coefficients are from NIST1/Moses2 et al. 2011/user
supplied. Thermodynamical reversed rates can be
compared with measured rates.

Fig. 1 Benchmark with an equilibrium code (TEA3).
Showing the equilibrium abundances for
isothermal atmospheres at T=1000 and 2000 K
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Why VULCAN?

(✰:new)

Features

Future work

✰Open source

add N, S…

✰reduced table
of reaction

photochemistry

stiff ODE solver

condensation

— EQ
- - Kzz=1.e6 cm2/s
— T1
— T2

✰Identifying main ✰self-consistently coupled
pathways
with HELIOS(radiative
transfer)(111.05) and with
THOR(3D GCM)(111.09)

✰Flexibility

Fig. 2 Control test
runs with analytical
showing on the
right.

Identifying the “key cooks”…
(not necessarily the slowest)
H/O network:

H
OH

H2
O

H + H + M -> H2 + M
H + O + M -> OH + M
H + H2O -> OH + H2
O + H2 -> OH + H
OH + H + M -> H2O + M

T2

TP-profiles

Sensitivity Test

H2O

T1

τchem = [x]/ (d[x]/dt)

Quench!

with the knowledge of the dominant pathway
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—EQ
- - Kzz = 1010 cm/s2

Transport-induced quench:
When mixing timescale ≲ chemical
timescale, the abundance is
“quenched” from the equilibrium
value. And Identification of the
main pathway is crucial for
determining the chemical timescale.

